**ATTENDANCE** | 495,733
---|---
**MEMBERSHIP HOUSEHOLDS** | 34,263
**HORTICULTURE**
ACRES AT DBG | 140
ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION | 55
ATTENDANCE AT BIANNUAL PLANT SALES | 10,595
**LANDSCAPE & GARDENING**
DESERT LANDSCAPE SCHOOL CERTIFICATES GRANTED | 6
DESERT LANDSCAPE SCHOOL CREDENTIAL HOLDERS TOTAL | 1,406
**PLANT HOTLINE QUESTIONS**
RESPONSES TO CALLS | 476
RESPONSES TO EMAILS | 2,350
ASK A GARDENER VISITOR INTERACTIONS | 1,325
**LIVING COLLECTION**
TOTAL ACCESSIONED PLANTS | 27,353
TOTAL ACCESSIONED SEEDS | 4,903
TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES | 4,482
NEW ACCESSIONS ADDED | 1,566
NEW SPECIES ADDED | 96
**RARE AND ENDANGERED**
TOTAL SEED ACCESSIONS OF RARE / ENDANGERED SPECIES | 4,482
NUMBER OF RARE/ENDANGERED SPECIES | 379
**HERBARIUM**
TOTAL SPECIMENS | 88,800
STAFF PUBLICATIONS | 11
**SCHILLING LIBRARY**
BOOKS | 9,721
BOTANICAL PRINTS | 523
JOURNAL AND NEWSLETTER TITLES | 504
MAPS | 2,369
**EDUCATION AND TOURS**
SCHOOL TOUR PARTICIPANTS (STUDENTS AND TEACHERS) | 17,191
CHILDREN’S PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS | 212
CHILDREN IN SEEDLINGS PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS | 334
GIRL SCOUTS, LEADERS AND FAMILIES | 786
ADULT EDUCATION CLASS PARTICIPANTS | 5,732
**VOLUNTEERS**
INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEERS | 728
TEENS IN THE GARDEN INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEERS | 18
COMPANIES & COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS | 30
NEW VOLUNTEERS | 103
TOTAL ACTIVE HARDY PERENNIALS (10+ YRS) | 208
TOTAL HOURS CONTRIBUTED | 67,364
VOLUNTEERS, 25+ YEARS | 25
VOLUNTEERS, 50+ YEARS | 1
GUEST GUIDE INTERACTIONS | 81,095
**VOLUNTEER SERVICE AWARDS**
100+ HOURS | 120
500 HOURS | 20
1,000 HOURS | 28
2,000 HOURS | 8
3,000 HOURS | 5
4,000 HOURS | 6
5,000 HOURS | 2
6,000 HOURS | 1
7,000 HOURS | 3
9,000 HOURS | 2
13,000 HOURS | 1
17,000 HOURS | 1
GUEST INTERACTIONS WITH DOCENT INTERPRETERS | 128,501
**STAFF**
FULL-TIME | 106
PART-TIME AND SEASONAL | 113

Desert Botanical Garden’s 2018 Annual Report is also available at [dbg.org/annualreport](http://dbg.org/annualreport)